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Abstract
This paper presents our ongoing work on the design of
a Web-based framework for cooperative document understanding. We begin by exposing our motivations for designing a new document understanding environment. We then
describe the different levels of cooperation we intend to support and how Web technologies can help us in this respect.
Finally, we present Edelweiss, the framework we are currently developing based on this approach.

1. Introduction
The document understanding research community has
traditionally focused much of its efforts on methods and
algorithms for automated document segmentation, recognition and classification. However, these methods and algorithms tend to be developed as the focus of highly specific research projects. Few initiatives have tried to combine them into a generic framework. We believe that such a
framework would benefit to both researchers and end-users,
by supporting the rapid prototyping and incremental development of document processing applications.
In his thesis [1], Bapst proposes an interesting modular approach to document understanding inspired by multiagent architectures. Yet, his approach still faces the problem
of choosing the right implementation platform. We believe
that the Web is the right platform for such a modular framework. More and more applications and programming toolkits are able to use URLs for resource and service naming,
HTTP for command and data transfer and HTML for content description. Moreover, the growing number of people
and organizations adopting Java and moving from HTML
to XML for content description suggests that the move to
the Internet and interoperable standards will continue.
Fully automatic document processing is still restricted
to only a few specific applications, and the cost of postcorrections is often underestimated. Instead of being de-

signed to replace the human, we believe that document understanding systems should be cooperative ones, allowing
the users and the system to work together. Along with our
move toward a generic and modular framework, we believe
that this cooperation model can be used as a unifying principle for the design of the internals of the system, the interactions between a single user and the system, and the
interactions between users through the system.
This paper presents our ongoing work on the design of
a Web-based cooperative document understanding framework. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the
first section, we describe the three levels of cooperation we
intend to support and how Web technologies can help us in
this respect. We then present Edelweiss, the framework we
are currently developing based on this approach. Finally,
we conclude with directions for future research.

2. Web support for cooperative document understanding
Over the last few years, the Web has become a central access point to many applications and services on the Internet,
making them easily and permanently accessible. As Web
standards and protocols helped people integrating these applications and services in a common framework, we anticipate they can help us create a generic framework for cooperative document understanding. In this section, we describe
how Web technologies can be used in such perspective to
support cooperation on three levels: inside the system, between a user and the system and between users.

2.1. Intra-system cooperation
The segmentation, recognition and classification of a
document is a cooperative process in itself: image segmentation techniques are combined with character and font
recognition to get a text version of the document, which is
often used for a semantic analysis. As all these different

techniques are evolving, we believe that document understanding system design would benefit from a modular approach that would open the system and make it easier to
design, develop, maintain and upgrade.
In previous work, we have described the potential of
XML technologies for representing and visualizing document recognition results [4]. Like other researchers [10,
8, 6], we think that the use of XML tools and XSLT [2]
stylesheets facilitates the exchange of data and supports a
modular approach. However, we think that XML could be
used to describe not only the results of a document processing, but also the processing itself. In this perspective, we
propose to consider XML as a high-level scripting language
for gluing together elementary operations implemented in
another language. Such a scripting approach has already
proven useful in many applications, including document
understanding[3], and we think that XML can take it further by mixing parameters, commands and results in a single document.
HTTP is a simple, open-ended protocol for accessing
network resources and services. It provides applications
with a set of standard methods and status codes corresponding to different semantics, including retrieval or posting of
data, success notification or redirection. Applications are
not restricted to the standard methods and status codes but
can also define their own ones and thus extend the protocol.
This flexibility of HTTP makes it suitable for connecting
together the different modules of a document understanding system. Using one of the many HTTP-aware languages,
such as Java, new modules or wrappers around existing software can be easily added to the system, supporting the rapid
extension, modification or replacement of its functionalities.

2.2. Cooperation between the user and the system
As we already stated, we believe that the goal of document understanding systems should not be to automate
the document processing, but rather to informate[7] it: to
provide people with the knowledge they need to make informed, intelligent decisions that would ease the processing
of one document and allow the system to improve with use.
Determining the right granularity of interaction between
a user and the system is difficult and highly subjective.
Repeated processing of similar documents, for example,
should lead to quasi-automation as both the user and the
system learn the specificities of the document class. However, the correct processing of a single document might require interactive validation of every step. Using XML as
a scripting language offers a very flexible way to compose
such interactive stages with automated operations. User interactions can be added or removed from the "script", depending on the task to achieve.

The validation of document processing operations usually relies on an interactive representation of the document
and the intermediary results. Determining the right presentation and interaction techniques to use is also a difficult
task. Trade-offs must be found between simplicity and efficiency for both the user and the programmer, whose interests are often conflicting. The combined use of XML and
HTTP offers a wide range of solutions to this problem, from
using standard Web browsers and XSLT stylesheets to developing custom client applications.
Letting users interact with the system by simply pointing
their usual Web browser to the appropriate URLs favors the
integration of the system into their existing work practices.
They don’t have to learn anything new, or even to start a
new application. Naturally, a browser-only approach would
be very limited: feedback or direct manipulation of objects
is hardly an option. However, Java applets and independent
applications can easily overcome these restrictions and supplement the basic HTML-based interfaces with more complex ones.

2.3. Cooperation between users
Documents are often meant to be shared or exchanged
between people. When designing a document understanding system, one shouldn’t ignore this collective aspect of
document use: when submitting a document or a collection
of documents to the system, a user might want to be able
to share or exchange the results and the meta-information
about the processing (e.g., parameter configuration) with
other people.
The Web strongly encourages reuse and promotes a culture in which tailoring is the norm. By using standard Web
languages, protocols and tools as a software infrastructure
for building our system, we make it accessible from a wide
range of existing applications such as browsers and editors.
Moreover, the use of simple text-based representations facilitates the collaboration between users: anyone can view
the source of an HTML document and copy/paste parts of
it, sometimes without fully understanding the details of how
it works. We anticipate that the use of XML to describe parameters, commands and results of the document processing
will allow users to share experience by exchanging XML
fragments, like they already exchange HTML ones.

3. The Edelweiss framework
Edelweiss is a cooperative document understanding
framework we are developing using the approach described
in the previous section. In this section, we describe the architecture of this framework and the basic services it already provides.

3.1. General overview
In its current state, Edelweiss consists of about 7500
lines of Java code and 120 classes. The whole framework
relies on the following concepts:
jobs are elementary document processing operations;
eDocuments are structured text documents that use an
XML syntax to describe a physical source (a PDF or
PostScript file), a succession of jobs and the data sets
produced by these jobs;
repositories provide hierarchical storage and retrieval
mechanisms for eDocument collections;
schedulers are processing units that can load an eDocument from a repository, execute some of its jobs and
save it back on the repository.
The following scenario illustrates the interactions between users, eDocuments, jobs, repositories and schedulers:
The user creates an eDocument, possibly from an existing template. This eDocument specifies the physical
source and a series of jobs to execute.
The user stores the eDocument on some repository and
asks a scheduler to process it.
The scheduler retrieves the eDocument and executes
all the jobs in sequence. If it cannot handle a particular
job for some reason (e.g., due to a lack of resource),
it stops. Once the processing is done or stopped, the
scheduler updates the eDocument on the repository to
reflect the possible changes.
The user is notified of the process termination by the
scheduler and can get the final version of the eDocument from the repository.
Edelweiss jobs are separated in two classes: operators,
that can be executed fully automatically, and interactors,
that require user interaction. All operators and interactors
are implemented as independent code modules that manipulate an eDocument structure. Every job can modify the results produced by previous ones and store their own results
in the eDocument structure for the following ones.
Appendix A shows a sample eDocument that has been
partially processed. This eDocument is organized in three
parts. The first part, enclosed with datasources tags, specifies the physical document source (/test.pdf). The second
part, enclosed with processing tags, describes the list of
jobs to be executed (the first two jobs are marked as already
done). Finally, the third part, enclosed with data tags, contains the results that have been produced so far (only one
data set in this case).

The simple versioning system used in eDocuments provides us with a very flexible way of validating intermediary
results. During interactive jobs for example, a user could
choose to go back in history and re-run some previous jobs
after manually changing some parameters to correct some
errors. She could also simply point out errors and let a
learning algorithm try other configurations, this procedure
being iterated until she gets satisfying results.
Edelweiss provides several classes and methods to facilitate the development of operators and interactors. Bitmap
images of physical document pages, for example, can be
obtained from an eDocument at any resolution1. Edelweiss
also provides methods to store and retrieve data into/from
the eDocument structure.
The following operators and interactors have been implemented:
a top-down segmentation operator, that uses standard
Run Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA) and connected components analysis on bitmap images of the
document to compute a hierarchical tree of rectangular
areas corresponding to blocks, lines, words and signs;
a character recognition operator, that uses Xerox ScanWorX to extract from bitmap images the text corresponding to a specified level of the hierarchical tree;
another segmentation and character recognition operator that extracts strings and their bounding box from
PostScript or PDF data;
a simple XML editor, that allows to modify an eDocument by directly editing its XML code;
an eDocument viewer, a very simple interactor that
presents to users the logical elements obtained from
the segmentation operators overlaid on the physical
image of the document;
a generic interactor based on XMIllum [5], that we describe in details in section 3.4;
a Mail gateway operator, that can be used for asynchronous notification of automated jobs completion.

3.2. Edelweiss servers
Edelweiss defines two abstract Repository and SchedDerived from these classes, LocalRepository
and LocalScheduler provide a filesystem-based repository
and a basic scheduler implementation. All structured data
exchanged with local repositories and schedulers is represented by DOM [11] trees that can be serialized to XML.

uler classes.

1 Multi-pages TIFF images are generated upon request from the PDF or
PostScript file using Ghostscript. Once generated, these images are cached
in memory and also saved on the repository for later use.

Repository content listing, for example, is serialized to
XML code such as:
<container-listing name="/" path="/">
<entry name="tdseg.edoc" path="/tdseg.edoc"/>
<entry name="test.pdf" path="/test.pdf"/>
</container-listing>

Two classes, RepositoryMessageServer and SchedulerMessageServer , wrap the local repository and scheduler implementations with servers able to decode HTTP requests and send serialized DOM trees to make their services remotely accessible. RepositoryMessageClient and
SchedulerMessageClient , derived from Repository and
Scheduler, implement the HTTP client code needed to access these remote scheduler and repository services (i.e., the
code needed to send requests and rebuild DOM trees from
XML). Factory methods are used to create local or remote
instances of repositories and schedulers from URLs such
as file:/home/edelweiss/ or erms://ufps7.unifr.ch/ .
Combined with HTTP and XML, this use of URLs supports
transparent access from any Edelweiss application to repositories and scheduler, whether local or remote.
A repository server and a scheduler server application
have been implemented, the later being restricted to the
solely execution of automated jobs (i.e., operators). These
two applications make it possible to have multiple repositories and schedulers running on different machines, which
can be useful for sharing files between various groups of
users and for dealing with hardware or licensed software
that are bound to a particular machine.

Figure 1. Asterix, repository view

Figure 2. Asterix, scheduler view
changes allow us to access the content of a repository and
to get information about jobs processed by a scheduler from
any place, using a traditional Web browser (Figure 3).

3.3. Interacting with Edelweiss servers
In addition to the repository and scheduler servers, we
have developed Asterix, an application designed to provide
users with an interactive graphical interface to these servers.
Asterix presents the content of a repository specified on the
command line (Figure 1). Double-clicking on repository
entries executes a default action, such as opening an custom
viewer for TIFF files or launching an external application
for PDF and PostScript files. Several “links” on the right
side of the view allow users to open an eDocument with one
of the interactors available and to submit it to a scheduler.
The state of a chosen scheduler can be displayed in a
separate window (Figure 2). This second view gives information about the various eDocuments being processed by
showing the list of past and present jobs and allowing users
to get more details on a particular job by clicking on it.
As a complement to Asterix, we are also exploring the
use of Web browsers as Edelweiss interfaces. By adding
a few lines of code in the RepositoryMessageServer and
SchedulerMessageServer classes, we were able to handle standard browsers’ requests and to serialize DOM trees
to HTML using a simple XSLT stylesheet. These small

Figure 3. Browser-based interfaces

3.4. Toward new interactors with XMIllum
Interactors are essential to the success of our cooperative document understanding framework. As we mentioned
already, determining the right presentation and interaction
techniques to use is a difficult task. This task is made even

more complex by the diversity of data structures used by
document understanding algorithms. Although our operators and interactors use a common XML syntax for describing blocks, lines, etc., other softwares usually have their
own syntax which can be based on XML, as in TrueViz [6],
or on another language such as DAFS [9].
XMIllum [5] was designed to address these problems. It
combines XSLT stylesheets and Java classes to create interactive presentations of document understanding results
described in any XML-based syntax. XSLT stylesheets are
used to transform these results into an intermediary format
that describes the graphical elements to display and the editing operations that can be applied to them. The following
fragment, for example:
<block x="36" y="184" w="306"
<line x="36" y="184" w="306"
<sign x="36" y="186" w="35"
<sign x="76" y="202" w="38"
</line>
</block>

h="59">
h="59">
h="57"/>
h="41"/>

Figure 4. The XMIllum interactor

one that will bring the modularity of the XSLT approach to
the cooperation between the users and the system.

might be transformed into something like:
<object name="basic-block" class="visualize.Rectangle">
<param name="color" value="yellow"/>
</object>
<object name="active-line" class="visualize.Rectangle">
<param name="color" value="red"/>
<param name="onClick" value="edit.Attributes"/>
</object>
<basic-block x="36" y="184" w="306" h="59">
<active-line x="36" y="184" w="306" h="59"/>
</basic-block>

In this example, two types of graphical objects are defined, basic-block and active-line, that use the same
Java class for rendering (Rectangle). A second class is associated to active-lines so that clicking on them will open
an attribute editor. During the XSL transformation, blocks
were replaced by basic-blocks, lines by active-lines,
and the signs were simply filtered out.
XSLT supports transformations much more complex
than the ones presented in the previous example. By creating the appropriate stylesheet and possibly a few Java
classes for rendering and edition, one can easily adapt
XMIllum to a wide variety of input formats and graphical
presentation and interaction techniques. TrueViz files, for
example, can be viewed with XMIllum using a very simple
stylesheet. Multiple synchronized views can also be easily
implemented. Figure 4 shows two such views: a graphical
one showing the document and some segmented regions,
and a list of these regions that allows the modification of
their attributes.
We have implemented an Edelweiss interactor based on
XMIllum. Although we might still develop some other interactors in the future, we intend to create a collection of
stylesheets, rendering and editing classes for this particular

4. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we have presented a new approach to document understanding. We have shown how a generic and
modular software platform would benefit to the community.
We have shown the importance of the notion of cooperation
for the design of such platform, and how Web technologies
can be used to support it. Finally, we have presented Edelweiss, a framework we are currently developing based on
this analysis.
The current implementation of Edelweiss already shows
that our approach is sound and that the technologies we use
are adequate. It provides us with a unifying platform that we
intend to use for developing new document understanding
techniques in the future, these techniques being integrated
as new operators and interactors.
In addition to new interactors based on XMIllum, shortterm developments of Edelweiss include an interactive
eDocument builder for specifying a physical source and a
job sequence to apply, as well as font identification and
logical structure analysis operators. Long-term developments might include WebDAV-based repositories and usermanagement services.
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<job class="iuf.edelweiss.operators.ScanWorX"
title="ScanWorX-based OCR" state="waiting">
<param name="resolution" value="400" />
<param name="level" value="block" />
<param name="language" value="english" />
<param name="server" value="iiuf00.unifr.ch" />
</job>
<job class="iuf.edelweiss.operators.SendMail"
title="Mail gateway" state="waiting">
<param name="to" value="nicolas.roussel@unifr.ch" />
<param name="subject" value="test.pdf processed" />
</job>
</processing>
<data>
<version id="1">
<block height="528" width="4720" x="2608" y="1328"/>
<block height="144" width="1296" x="4328" y="2024"/>
<block height="936" width="3120" x="3408" y="2352"/>
<block height="2552" width="3856" x="952" y="3552"/>
<block height="2160" width="3856" x="5152" y="3560"/>
<block height="3128" width="3856" x="5152" y="5960"/>
<block height="160" width="3712" x="960" y="6344"/>
<block height="2352" width="3864" x="952" y="6736"/>
<block height="3160" width="3856" x="952" y="9328"/>
<block height="1760" width="3848" x="5152" y="9360"/>
<block height="1160" width="3864" x="5152" y="11360"/>
</version>
</data>
</edoc>

Appendix A - eDocument sample
<edoc>
<datasources>
<document src="/test.pdf"/>
</datasources>
<processing>
<job class="iuf.edelweiss.operators.TopDownSegmentation"
title="Block finder" state="done" dataversion="0">
<param name="resolution" value="150"/>
<param name="target" value="block"/>
<param name="hrlsa" value="20"/>
<param name="vrlsa" value="20"/>
<param name="cc" value="8"/>
</job>
<job class="iuf.edelweiss.interactors.eDocumentViewer"
title="Interactive viewer" state="done" dataversion="1"/>

